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Abstract

A new approach to design a DAB audio decoder is introduced to improve the quality of audio at the receiver end. Integrating an MPEG-1 Layer II (MP2) decoder and Advanced Audio Coding Low Complexity (AAC LC) decoder provides basic audio decoding for DAB in FPGA. The audio frames data are generated from DAB channel decoder are stored in RAM. The bit stream Demultiplexer parses the quantized spectrum data in the audio frame and stores them in to the audio RAM. The inverse quantization block reads the quantized spectra from the audio RAM, performs the inverse quantization computations, and writes back the result to the audio RAM. The synthesis filter reads the inverse quantized spectra from the audio RAM, generates the time domain Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) samples, and writes them back to the audio RAM. The whole projects run by using XILINX 12.1 ISE. Finally analyze the power consumption and area occupied by the designed architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Radio broadcasting is one of the most widespread electronic mass media comprising of hundreds of providers, thousands of HF (High Frequency) transmitters and billions of radio receivers worldwide. The new digital radio system, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) has the capability to replace the existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts. Digital audio data need to be compressed for transmission. Digital audio compression allows the efficient storage and transmission of audio data. The basic task of a perceptual audio coding system is to compress the digital audio data in such a way that the compression is efficient as possible, i.e. the compressed file is as small as possible and the reconstructed (decoded) audio sounds exactly (or as close as possible) to the original audio before compression. Other requirements for Audio compression techniques include low complexity. Perceptual encoding is a lossy compression technique, i.e. the decoded file is not a bit exact replica of the original digital audio data.

1.1 DAB Audio Decoder

AAC LC Decoder

With the advantages on compression ratio and audio quality, MPEG AAC has been used for a wide range of applications from Internet audio to digital audio broadcasting and multichannel surround sound. Even in handheld products such as mobile phones or music players, they support the decoding of AAC files. However, there are several complex algorithms used in the AAC decoding flow which make it difficult to implement as an efficient design. Moreover, power consumption is also an important issue, particularly for portable devices. There are three different profile defined in AAC. They are the main profile, the low-complexity (LC) profile, and the scalable sampling-rate profile. It allows tradeoffs in audio quality and encoding/decoding complexity for different applications. AAC provides an audio signal that has CD quality at 96-128 kbps/stereo and bit rate 30% lower than that of MP3. Among the three profiles, the LC profile can provides nearly as high audio quality as the main profile but with significant savings in memory and processing requirements.

In AAC audio coding, there are two kinds of audio transport formats. One is Audio Data Interchange Format (ADIF), and the other is Audio Data Transport Stream (ADTS). For the ADIF format, it puts all data controlling the decoder (like sampling frequency, mode, etc.) into a single header preceding the actual audio stream. It is useful for file exchange but does not allow for break-in or start of decoding at any point in time. For the ADTS format, it packs AAC data into frames with headers and allows decoding to begin in the middle of an audio bit stream. AAC is the most advanced MPEG standard for digital audio compression. The design flow of the AAC LC profile is shown in Fig.1. There are several tools used in AAC decoding, which include bit stream parser, Huffman decoding, pulse data decoding, Inverse Quantizer (IQ), rescale, Middle/Side (M/S) and Intensity Stereo, Temporal Noise Shaping (TNS), and Filter bank.

The first block is the bit stream parser, which extracts the audio frame signals and the decoding information that are used in the following decoding tools. In Huffman decoding, there...
are 12 Huffman codebooks. Eleven codebooks are used for spectrum coding and one for scale-factor coding. There are two stages in spectral Huffman decoding. Stage 1 is the Huffman decoding which unpacks the Huffman code index. Stage 2 is the regrouping of 2 or 4-tuples of signed or unsigned code words into quantized spectral coefficients. Regrouping processing is performed using the algorithmic (division) approach. Among the 11 spectral Huffman codebooks, book 11 is a special case. It permits the encoding of quantized spectral coefficients even when their largest absolute value (LAV) is larger than 15. If the decoded value equals 16, an escape flag is used to signal the presence of a so-called escape sequence.

The escape sequence consists of an escape prefix of N-bits 1, an escape separator of 1-bit 0, and an escape word of N+4 bits. The actual decoded values of the escape sequence are \(2^{N+4}\) and escape words. Because the input maximum value of inverse quantization is 8191, the maximum length of the escape sequence is 21 bits. The next block is pulse data decoding which uses a pulse amplitude method to represent values larger than 15. When this block is utilized, one or several quantized coefficients are replaced by coefficients with smaller amplitudes in the encoder. In reconstructing the quantized spectral coefficients, these replacements are compensated by adding or subtracting amplitude from the previously decoded coefficients. The quantized values are inversely quantized by the IQ tool and then scaled by the rescale tool. The inverse quantized samples are rescaled by a scale-factor gain. The M/S and intensity stereo tools recover and add the redundancies removed from the encoder to the frequency domain.

In M/S decoding, the left and right channel signals are dematrixed by either the identity matrix or the inverse M/S matrix. When the identity matrix is used, no computation is necessary. Otherwise, the channel pair must be dematrixed to get stereo channel signals. In intensity stereo, it identifies regions in a channel pair which are similar except for their position. Therefore, only left channel data and some additional information to reconstruct the right channel are coded. To recover the right channel signals, it must multiply the Scale factor. The TNS tool controls the temporal shape of the quantization noise in the frequency domain. It can be applied to the entire spectrum or only a part of the spectrum. In particular, it can use several filters on distinct coefficient regions. Therefore, an all-pole filter is required to select groups of coefficients in the spectral domain. In the filters bank block, the frequency domain signals are transformed into time domain and produce the output audio signals. In contrast to the hybrid filter bank of MP3, AAC uses a plain Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT). Together with the increased window length (2048 instead of 1152 lines per transformation), the AAC filterbank outperforms the filter banks of previous coding methods. In addition, the long and short windows can be switched dynamically to adapt to the signal properties.

In order to smooth the transition between long and short windows, two transition windows, namely, long-start and long-stop windows, are used. AAC decoder filterbank consists of an Inverse MDCT (IMDCT) and windowing and overlap add functions. Since the windowing function has a significant effect on the filterbank frequency response, the filterbank has been designed to allow the switch in window shape to adapt to input-signal conditions. AAC decoder needs the process that extracts frequency components from a time domain signal. Most of the digital audio decoders use IMDCT to convert the frequency domain signal to the time domain signal. The MP2 decoder is then designed to make it a similar structure to the AAC LC. It consists of the specific blocks of the AAC LC Decoder and other blocks can be shared with the MP2 decoder. For each block, it always reads data from the audio RAM and writes the results back to a different area of the same RAM, just as the AAC LC decoder.

2. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

MP2 and AAC LC decoder are both based on the psychoacoustic model for audio compression using a time-to-frequency transformation. So even if two audio decoders have different decoding algorithms, their decoding flow charts are similar. As shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen that both audio decoders have the following blocks bit stream demultiplexer, inverse quantization block, and synthesis filter. These blocks take up most of the computation process for the two audio decoders and lead to low power consumption. The audio frame data are generated from the DAB channel decoder and stored in RAM. A bit payload module conducts the task of reading the desired bits from RAM and transferring them to the MP2 decoder. The bit stream demultiplexer parses the quantized spectrum data in the audio frame and stores them into the audio RAM via the audio RAM interface. The inverse quantization block reads the quantized spectra from the audio RAM, performs the inverse quantization computations, and writes back the result to the audio RAM.
The synthesis filter reads the inverse quantized spectra from the audio RAM, generates the time domain Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) samples, and writes them back to the audio RAM. The PCM samples are then read out by the Digital Audio Interface (DAI) to drive an audio Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) to play the sound. The coefficients and constants needed for each block are stored in the audio ROM. The Processing Unit (PU) is a very compact and fully customized circuit which is composed of adders, D-type flipflops, and multipliers, and is designed especially for MP2 and AAC decoding.

Every audio file is first converted into wave file, then that wave file has been given as an input to the MATLAB code and processed, to produce the encoded output. This encoded output is given as input to the Verilog code by using Xilinx ISE 12.1 software in ISim. It produces a decoded data as a simulation result. This result can be verified by using MATLAB. The snapshots of the simulation results are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Existing system</th>
<th>Proposed system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>AAC+ MP2</td>
<td>AAC LC + MP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>FPGA (Spartan 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption of AAC Decoding for DAB Mechanism(mW)</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process (μm)</td>
<td>0.18 CMOS</td>
<td>FPGA (Spartan 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Utilization (%)</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Fig.3 an encoded output from MATLAB is given as a input to FIFO as 32-bit format in Verilog simulation and set positive edge clock, enable, Wfull, FIFO empty and run, get the output as decoded data in wdata [31:0] and that must be equal to the output using MATLAB.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DAB audio decoder is developed using MATLAB R2010a software and also run the simulation by using Verilog code in XILINX ISE 12.1 software.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Thus the real time MP2 and AAC decoding system supporting LC profile for DAB audio decoder was designed. The output of this project shall be processed by many blocks before hear the audio services. To verify the designed system by using simulation. The result of simulation showed in both Xilinx ISE 12.1 ISim and MATLAB R2010a software provide the same decoded output. Then the power consumption and area occupied by the architecture have been analyzed and at the same time maintaining the high audio quality. Future work of this project is to implementing this designed architecture using FPGA SPARTAN6. And also measure the audio quality of AAC LC decoder by using PSNR.
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